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A Hubbard-like model with SU~4! symmetry for electrons with twofold orbital degeneracy is studied ex-
tensively. Exact solution in one dimension is derived by means of Bethe ansatz, where the sites are supposed
to be occupied by at most two electrons. The features of ground state and excited states for repulsive coupling
are shown. For finiteN number of electrons, the configurations of quantum numbers are given explicitly and
the spectra of excitations are obtained by solving Bethe-ansatz equation numerically. For infiniteN, the ground































































There has been much interests in the studies on corre
electrons in the presence of orbital degree of freedom.
orbital degree of freedom is relevant to many transition
metal oxides.1–5 It may be also relevant to some C60
materials6 and samples of artificial quantum dot arrays.7 For
a theoretical understanding of the observed unusual pro
ties, a SU~4! theory describing spin systems with orbital d
generacy was proposed.8,9 There were also numerical10 and
perturbative11 studies of one-dimensional models for the
systems. The ground-state phase diagrams for the sy
with a symmetry breaking of SU~4!→SU~2!3SU~2! were
discussed.11,12 The phase separation was recently13 observed
in experiment. Along with the rapid developments in expe
ments where the metal ions has orbital degeneracy in a
tion to spin degeneracy, a theoretical study of such system
taking account of the kinetic terms caused by nearest ne
bor hopping becomes important. In a recent letter14 the Hub-
bard model for electrons with orbital degeneracy was st
ied. It was shown that the model not only has an underl
SU~4! symmetry of spin-orbital double but also has a hidd
charge SU~4! symmetry. An extended Lieb-Mattis transfo
mation which maps those two SU~4! generators into each
other is given. On the basis of elementary degenerate pe
bative theory, it was shown that the effective Hamiltoni
with strong repulsive coupling at half-filling is equivalent
the Hamiltonian of the SO~6! Heisenberg model, and that a
quarter-filling is equivalent to the one of SU~4! Heisenberg
model. Some features of the model in one dimension w
also briefly described.
In present paper, we study the one-dimensional Hubb
like model with SU~4! symmetry for electrons with twofold
orbital degeneracy extensively. Its exact solution is form
lated by means of the Bethe ansatz if sites are assumed
occupied by at most two electrons. The features of
ground state and excited states for repulsive coupling
shown. For finiteN number of electrons, the configuration
of quantum numbers are given explicitly and the spectra
excitations are obtained by solving the Bethe-ansatz equa
numerically. For infiniteN, the ground state and variou
kinds of low-lying excitations are obtained on the basis
thermodynamics limit.























propose the model Hamiltonian with some interpretative
marks. Employing standard method we carefully formula
the first quantized version of the Hamiltonian. We make
allowed modification so that the Bethe-Yang ansatz15,16 is
applicable to this model. A detailed formulation from th
Bethe-ansatz wave function to the Bethe-ansatz equatio
given. In Sec. III, we explicitly show how the quantum num
bers in the Bethe-ansatz equation should be taken for
nondegenerated ground state. We calculate the ground-
energy and Fermi momentum numerically for different nu
bers of electrons. We also compare them for different c
pling constants. In Sec. IV, we study the excited states
tensively by analyzing the possible variations in t
sequence of quantum numbers. We indicate in each case
the quantum numbers change from integers to half-integ
~or vise versa! with respect to that of the ground state. N
merical results of energy-momentum spectra for each exc
tion are given there. In Sec. V, two special cases, weak
strong coupling, are discussed. We are able to deduce se
interesting properties from the Bethe-ansatz equation with
solving it directly. In Sec. VI, we consider the thermodynam
ics limit. After giving some general formulas and expre
sions, we study the ground state and calculate the grou
state energy explicitly for strong coupling. In Sec. VII, w
discuss low-lying excitations in the spin-orbital sector on t
basis of thermodynamics limit. Both contributions of hol
and two-strings17 are taken into account. The singlet excit
tion and several multiplet excitations are obtained. In S
VIII, we discuss low-lying excitations in charge sector b
thermodynamics limit. The holon-antiholon and holon-hol
excitations are obtained. Section IX is a summary of
main results of the paper and some conclusive discussio
II. THE MODEL AND ITS EXACT SOLUTION
We consider a Hubbard-like model for electrons w
twofold orbital degeneracy. The spin components are
noted by up~↑! and down~↓!, the orbital components by top
and bottom. The four possible states of electrons are
u1&5U ↑2 L , u2&5U ↓2 L ,
~1!
u3&5U2↑ L , u4&5U2↓ L .
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† Ci 11,a1Ci 11,a
† Ci ,a!1U (
i ,a,a8
ni ,ani ,a8 ,
~2!
where i 51,2, . . . ,L identify the lattice site,a, a851,2,3,4
specify the spin and orbital as defined in the above. TheCia
†
creates an electron with spin-orbital componenta on site i,
andniaªCia
† Cia is the corresponding number operator at s
i. Equation~2! is the Hamiltonian for four-component sys
tems, and there were various discussions on the multicom
nent Hubbard model in one dimension.18–22 However, the
physics that Eq.~2! describes will be precise only when th
representation space for the internal degree of freedom
specified.14 It is specified to the spin and orbital, and the s
is assumed to be occupied by at most two electrons in
present model.




ca1, . . . ,aN~x1 , . . . ,xN!Cx1a1
† . . . CxNaN
† u0&.
where xjP$1,2, . . . ,L%, ajP$1,2,3,4%, and j 51,2, . . . ,N.
The eigenvalue problemHuc&5Euc& becomes anN-particle







2 (i , j ~12dai ,aj !d~xi ,xj !, ~3!
if site occupations of more than two electrons are exclude23
whereD jcªc( . . . ,xj11, . . . )1c( . . . ,xj21, . . . ).






where x5(x1 ,x2 , . . . ,xN), aª(a1 ,a2 , . . . ,aN),aj stands
for the spin-orbital component of thej th particle;Pk is the
image of a givenkª(k1 ,k2 , . . . ,kN) by a mappingP
PSN ; SN denotes the permutation group ofN objects;
(Pkux)5( j 51
N (Pk) j (x) j . The coefficientsA(P,Q) are func-
tionals onSN^ SN . We known that any permutations ca
always be expressed as the product of the neighboring in
changesP j :( . . . ,zj ,zj 11 , . . . )°( . . . ,zj 11 ,zj , . . . ). So
the requirement of antisymmetry for fermionic permutati
is (P jc)a(x)52ca(x), which gives
A~P,P jQ!52PQ j ,Q~ j 11!A~P j P,Q!, ~5!
where the spin-orbital labels are omitted andPQ j ,Q( j 11) is
the SU~4! spinor representation of the permutationP j opera-
tor. An immediate consequence of Eq.~5! is
dai ,ajd(xj ,xj )ca(x)50, and hence we are allowed to co












d~xi ,xj !, ~6!
here the interaction terms are independent of the spin-orb
labels. Then the strategy of Refs. 15 and 24 can be use
solve the wave functions. TheS matrix that relates the coef
ficients A’s between distinct regions in the configuratio
space ofN electrons can be solved from the Schro¨dinger
equation in the vicinity of hyperplane with (Qx) j
5(Qx) j 11 . Accordingly, we get
SQ j ,Q~ j 11!5
sin~Pk!Q j2sin~Pk!Q~ j 11!1 icPQ j ,Q~ j 11!
sin~Pk!Q j2sin~Pk!Q~ j 11!1 ic
,
~7!
where 2c5U/t. As it satisfies Yang-Baxter equation,15 the
Bethe-ansatz wave function is then consistently determin
i.e., the coefficientsA’s in any region are determined up t
an overall factor by theŠQ j ,Q( j 11)ª2PQ j ,Q( j 11)SQ j ,Q( j 11)
and that in different regions are related by Eq.~5!. If let c
→` in Eq. ~7!, we know the wave function will be null if
there are twok’s being the same value. So in the stron
coupling limit, thek’s must take distinct values though the
can be four states corresponding to the samekj in the ab-
sence of interaction.
The periodic boundary condition is guarante
provided that A(P,gQ)ei (Pk)1L5A(P,Q) in which g
5PN21PN22¯P2P1. After applying theS matrices suc-




The eigenvalue problem~8! can be diagonalized by means
quantum inverse scattering method25 by defining the transfer
matrix ast(a)5tr T(a) where
T~a!5TAN~a2aN!¯TA2~a2a2!TA1~a2a1!,
TA j~a!ªS
A j~a!PEnd~VA^ Vj !.
End means endomorphism. It can also be diagonalized
similar procedure as in Ref. 16, where the general case o
continuous model with ad-function interaction was solved































































whereJn(x)ª@x1 inc#/@x2 inc#. Eq.~9! was given first in
Ref. 19. Because a particular chemical potential was in
duced in the Hamiltonian, the Bethe ansatz equation der
in Ref. 26 is the same as the SU~4! Heisenberg model.9 We
write out the Bethe-ansatz equation in a form so that i
easy to be remembered by means of the ‘‘Dynk
diagram’’27 of A3 Lie algebra
where the dark dot is added to represent the charge rap
kj which also has an angle of 120° relative to the first sim
root r 1 . The subscripts inJ in Eq. ~9! are then related to the
covariant components of the simple roots when
simple roots are chosen as nonorthogonal ba
accordingly, r 15(21/2,1,21/2,0),r 25(0,21/2,1,21/2),
r 35(0,0,21/2,1). The highest weight vector w
5(w1 ,w2 ,w3) labeling the representation of SU~4! carried
out by the corresponding eigenstates is given by
w15N22M1M 8,
w25M22M 81M 9, ~10!
w35M 822M 9.
A set of coupled transcendental equations are derived
















































21(x/nc). The quantum numberhj for
charge rapiditykj takes integer or half-integer value depen
ing on whetherM21 is odd or even. The quantum numbe
I a , Jb , or Kg for flavor ~we refer to the spin-orbital double!
rapiditiesla , mb , or ng , take integer or half-integer values
respectively, depending on whetherN2M2M 8, M2M 8
2M 9, or M 82M 9 is odd or even. These properties ari
from the logarithm function. Once the roots are solved fro









L F(l 51N hl1 (a51M I a1 (b51M8 Jb1 (g51M9 KgG .
III. GROUND STATE
The ground state is nondegenerate only ifN54n for n
being odd numbers. This is easily seen by considering n
interacting case. The momentum eigenvalues~with periodic
boundary condition! of noninteracting electrons arek
5m(2p/L),m50,61,62, . . . . For example,N54n for
n5even, the ground state has a 70-fold degeneracy. In
following we will restrict ourselves to the case ofN054n
for n5odd, and consider the nondegenerated ground st
The nondegenerated ground state is a SU~4! singlet, which is
characterized by a four-row andn-column Young tableau.
The quantum numbers in Eq.~11! for the ground state are
$hj%5$2~N021!/2, . . . ,~N021!/2%,
$I a%5$2~3N024!/8, . . . ,~3N024!/8%,
~13!
$Jb%5$2~N022!/4, . . . ,~N022!/4%,
$Kg%5$2~N024!/8, . . . ,~N024!/8%.
Obviously,h’s andJ’s are consecutive half-integers whileI’s
andK’s are consecutive integers. As a result of Eqs.~13! and
~12!, the momentum of the nondegenerate ground stat
zero. We plot the ground-state energy with respect to
filling factor N/L for various coupling constant in Fig. 1. Th
relation between Fermi momentum and the filling factor
different coupling constant is also plotted there. These
merical results are calculated forL520 andN from 4 to 40.
For N→`, we can take thermodynamics limit which will b
discussed in Sec. VI. The ground state forN5N011, N
5N012, etc., are degenerate about which we will discu
later.
IV. EXCITED STATES
A. Excitations above the nondegenerate ground state
The excited states are obtained by variation in the
quence of quantum numbers$hj%, $I a%, $Jb%, or $Kg% from
that for the ground state. The simplest case is to remove
of the h’s from the sequence of ground-state equation~13!
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with uh0u.(N021)/2 and the other sequences in Eq.~13!
keep unchanged. Clearly, the (N021)/21n0 is absent in the
set ~14!. In Fig. 2, we plot the numerical results for energ
momentum spectrum, which is a two-parameter family
excitation. This kind of excitations are singlet states.
There are several further possibilities. After moving o
box from the fourth row in the Young tableau of the grou
state to the first row, we get a Young tableau labeling
15-dimensional irreducible representation of SU~4! accord-
ing to the knowledge of group theory. It requiresM
53N0/421, M 85N0/221, andM 95N0/421. This causes
the h’s andJ’s to take integer values instead of half-integ
values that were taken for ground state. There are nowM
allowed values for theM21 distinct I’s, and M 9 allowed
FIG. 1. The relations between filling factorN/L and ground-
state energyE0 ~upper figure! or the Fermi momentumkF ~lower
figure!. The points are calculated withU/t510 ~h! and U/t52
~s! by taking N from 4 to 40 for L520. Noninteracting case is
plotted by solid lines. The other lines~dashed lines forU/t5` and
dotted lines forU/t510) are plotted from the results of thermod
namics limit.f
a
values for theM 921 distinctK’s. Consequently, holes in th
I’s and K’s sequences indispensably occurred, and then
low-energy states are parametrized by,
$hj%5$2N0/211, . . . ,N0/221,N0/2%,











Kg5Kg21111dg,g1 S g52, . . . ,N04 21D ,
FIG. 2. ‘‘Particle’’-hole excitation spectrum for the model of 4
sites with 20 electrons. The overall structure of the spectrum d

























4870 PRB 62LI, GU, YING, AND ECKERNwhere 1<a1<3N0/4,1<g1<N0/4. Numerical results of the
energy-momentum spectra for this type of excitation
plotted in Fig. 3, which is a two-parameter family of excit
tion. The states with negative momentum are just obtai
by shifting the$hj% in Eq. ~15! to the left by one unit.
Moving one box from the fourth and one from the thi
row of the Young tableau for the ground state to the first a
second row, we get the 20-fold excitation withM53N0/4
21, M 85N0/222, andM 95N0/421. The I’s andK’s that
took integer values in the ground state now take half-inte
values: theh’s that took half-integer values now takes integ
values, and theJ’s still take half-integer values. As a resu
two holes in$Jb% are indispensably appeared,
$hj%5$2N0/211, . . . ,N0/221,N0/2%,
$I a%5$23N0/811, . . . ,3N0/821%,
$Kg%5$2N0/811, . . . ,N0/821%, ~16!
FIG. 3. 15-fold excitation spectrum for the model of 40 sit
with 20 electrons. The overall structure of the spectrum chan
much according to the correlation strengths. The lowest excita











where b52, . . . ,N0/222 and 1<b1<b2<N0/2. Numeri-
cal results of the energy-momentum spectra for this type
excitation, a two-parameter family, are given in Fig. 4. Sim
larly, the states with negative momentum are just obtain
by shifting the$hj% in Eq. ~16! to the left by one unit.
Moving one box from the fourth and one from the thi
row of the Young tableau for the ground state to the fi
row, we get the 45-fold excitation withM53N0/422, M 8
5N0/222, andM 95N0/421. This makes it possible for the
J’s to take integer values instead of half-integer ones andK’s
to take half-integer values instead of integer ones. In t





FIG. 4. 20-fold excitation spectrum for the model of 40 sit
with 20 electrons. Some of points in the upper figure almost ov
lap. The overall structure of the spectra changes much with res
to the correlation strength. The lowest excitation energy as wel
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Jb5Jb21111db,b1 S b52, . . . ,N02 22D ,
where a52, . . . ,3N0/422, 1<a1,a2<3N0/4, and 1
<b1<N0/221. Numerical results are plotted in Fig. 5. It
a three-parameter family of excitation.
Taking out one box respectively from the second,
third, and the fourth row and putting them together on
first row of the Young tableau, we have a 35-fold excitatio
Due toM53N0/423, M 85N0/222, andM 95N0/421, we
have four holes in$I a%, accordingly,




$hj%5$2N0/211, . . . ,N0/221,N0/2%,
$Jb%5$2~N026!/4, . . . ,~N026!/4%,








da,a1 ~a52, . . . ,3N0/423!,
where 1<b1,b2,b3,b4<3N0/411. The numerical re-
sults are plotted in Fig. 6, where we did not plot the patte
obtained by shifting$hj% in Eq. ~18! to the left by one unit,
which is just the mirror image of the plotted pattern. This
a four-parameter family of excitation.
B. Adding particles
If the number of electrons areN011, N012, or N013,
the corresponding states can be obtained by adding one,
FIG. 6. 35-fold excitation spectrum for the model of 40 sit
with 20 electrons. The complete spectra include another part th













4872 PRB 62LI, GU, YING, AND ECKERNor three particles into the system ofN0 electrons. Adding one
particle to theN0 ground state and leavingM, M 8, andM 9
unchanged, theh’s, I’s, andJ’s are half odd integers butK’s
are integers. Comparing to that for the nondegenerate gro
state ofN054n, there are now 3N0/411 allowed values for
the 3N0/4 distinctI’s. So there is always a ‘‘hole’’ in theI’s
sequence, namely,
$hj%5$2~N021!/2, . . . ,~N021!/2,h0%,
I 153N0/81d1,a1, ~19!
I a5I a21111da,a1 ~a52, . . . ,3N0/4!,
where 1<a1<3N0/411. The J and K sequences are th
same as those in Eq.~13!. The numerical results forh0.0
are plotted in Fig. 7, where the zero energy correspond
the ground state forN5N011. The spectra with negativ
momentum are obtained by usingh0,0. It is easy to know
by evaluating Eq.~10! that each point in the figure represen
a quadruplet.
FIG. 7. Excitation spectrum for one particle added into t
model of 40 sites with 20 electrons. The zero energy correspond
the 21-electron ground state.nd
to
Adding two particles to theN0 particle ground state, we
haveN5N012, M53N0/411, M 85N0/2, andM 95N0/4
for the low-energy states. This requiresh’ , J’s, andK’s to
take integer values butI’s to take half odd-integer values
Referring to Eq.~13! we know that there must be a ‘‘hole’
in the J sequence, consequently,
$hj%5$2N0/2, . . . ,N0/2,h0%,






Jb5Jb21111db,b1 ~b52, . . . ,N0/2!,
where 1<b1<N0/211. TheK sequence is the same as th
in Eq. ~13!. The numerical results are plotted in Fig. 8.
Adding three particles to theN0 ground state, we have
N5N013, M53N0/412, M 85N0/211, andM 95N0/4 for
low-energy states. This requiresh’s and K’s to be half odd
integers butI’s andJ’s to be integers, and then
to
FIG. 8. Excitation spectrum for two particles added into t
model of 40 sites with 20 electrons. The zero energy correspond
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$I a%5$2~3N014!/8, . . . ,~3N014!/8%,





Kg5Kg21111dg,g1 ~g52, . . . ,N0/4!,
where 1<g1<N0/411. The numerical results are plotted
Fig. 9.
V. SPECIAL CASES
For some special limiting cases, one is able to obtain s
eral interesting conclusions from the Bethe-ansatz equa
without solving it directly.28 In the following, we consider
the weak coupling and strong coupling, respectively.
FIG. 9. Excitation spectrum for three particles added into
model of 40 sites with 20 electrons. The zero energy correspond
the 23-electron ground state.v-
n
A. Weak coupling
Because Q1(x)52p sgn(x), Q21/2(x)5p sgn(x) for







































Without loss of generality, theg label can be so chosen tha
Kg is arranged in an increasing order. Then the fourth eq





BecauseuKgu<(M 921)/2 andM 9<M 8/2 ~restricted by the
Young tableau!, the minimum value of right-hand side of Eq
~23! is 2M 812. This means that the smallestmb is smaller






Obviously, if Kg112Kg5m9, there must exist exactlym9
11 solutionsmb satisfyingng,mb,ng11 .










Obviously, if there is ang such thatmb,ng,mb11 then the
right-hand side of Eq.~25! equals 2(Jb112Jb), otherwise it
equals 2(Jb112Jb11). Proceeding the same strategy to t
second equation and the first equation in Eq.~22! succes-
sively, we obtain a sequence of relations that are summar
as follows.























4874 PRB 62LI, GU, YING, AND ECKERN~ii ! For Jb112Jb5m8, if there exists ang satisfying
mb,ng,mb11 , there will be m8 l’s such thatmb,la
,mb11 ; otherwise if there is nong satisfying that, then
there will bem811 l’s such thatmb,la,mb11 .
~iii ! For I a112Ja5m, if there is a mb satisfying la
,mb,la11 , there will existm sinkl’s such thatla,sinkl
,la11; otherwise there will bem11 sinkl’s such thatla
,sinkl,la11.
~iv! For hj 112hj5n8, if there exists such ala that
sinkj,la,sinkj11, then we will havekj 112kj52p(n8
21)/L; otherwise we will havekj 112kj52pn8/L.
Applying these items to the ground staten85m5m8
5m951, we conclude that the sequence$kj% is divided into
groups with four successive values in each group. Betw
each pair (k4 j 23 ,k4 j 22), (k4 j 22 ,k4 j 21) or (k4 j 21 ,k4 j ) in
the same group there is onel, so totally there are threel’s in
each group. Furthermore, there are twom’s, each lying be-
tween the adjacentl’s. And between these twom’s there is
always an.
B. Strong coupling
For the strong-coupling limit case,c→` ~i.e., largeU
limit !, the ration sinkj /c in the Bethe-ansatz equation is n













wherenj are integers. Obviously, thePH is just the momen-
tum of spin-orbital excitations in the SU~4! Heisenberg
chain.9,29 The other three Bethe-ansatz equations turn to
those known for the SU~4! Heisenberg chain for the scale
rapidities,la /c, mb /c, and ng /c. Equation~26! indicates
that the allowed quasimomentak’s in the strong-coupling
limit are quantized in units of 2p/L, just like ‘‘spinless’’
noninteracting fermions. This is because the double oc
pancy is forbidden by the strong repulsive on-site coupli
The allowed quasimomenta due to periodic boundary co
tion are determined by spin-orbital momentumPH . Particu-
larly, for N54n with n5odd, the ground-state spin-orbita
momentumPH is an odd multiple ofp
9 so that the allowed
k’s are half odd integers multiplied by 2p/L. Therefore, the
ground state forN54n(n5odd) is uniquely determined
i.e., it is nondegenerate. This is different from the nonint
action case in which the allowedk’s are always integers mul
tiplied by 2p/L for anyN and for eachk there are four state
because of the spin-orbital degree of freedom.
VI. THERMODYNAMICS LIMIT
Replacingkj , la , mb , andng in Eq. ~11! by continuous
variablesk, l, m, andn but keeping the summation still ove
the solution set of these roots, we can consider the quan
numbershj , I a , Jb , andKg as functionsh(k), I (l), J(m),
andK(n) given by Eq.~11!. TakeI (l) as an example, when
I (l) passes through one of the quantum numbersI j , the







J(m), K(n), or h(k). However, there may exist some inte
gers or half-integers for which the correspondingl ~m, n, or
k! is not in the set of roots. Such a situation is conventiona
referred as a ‘‘hole.’’ In the thermodynamics limit,N→`,
L→` but N/L kept finite, we may introduce the density o





































































21nc/(n2c21x2), andQ, B, B8, andB9 in















































They hold for the case in the absence of the complex ro
In the presence of complex roots, however, it has variants
Eq. ~28! we denoted the inhomogeneous terms byr (0), s (0),
v (0), andt (0), which not only stand for the densities of hole
rh , sh , etc., but also the contributions from complex roo
two-strings.
Once the densityr(k) is solved from Eq.~28!, we have





























This is useful for a correct calculation of magnetization







The highest weight vector that characterizes the corresp






























The ground state of the present model is a Fermi
described byr0(k), which is the distribution function of
charge with respect to momentumk. Thet0(n) describes the
distribution of states with spin down and orbital bottom
the n-rapidity space. Thev0(m) represents the distributio
of either the state with spin up while orbital bottom or th
with spin down while orbital bottom in them-rapidity space.
The s0(l), however, stands for the distribution of eith
stateu2&, u3&, or u4& in thel-rapidity space. These distributio
functions satisfy Eq.~28! with B5B85B95` and no holes,
i.e., r (0)50, s (0)50, v (0)50, t (0)50. By making a Fourier




























R3/2S sink2sink8c D r0~k8!dk8,
~34!














Though an explicit expression cannot be obtained from
~34! in the general case, it becomes easier for a numer
calculation.
It is immediate from Eq.~33! that the highest weight vec
tor ~32! of the ground state is a null vector. Therefore t
ground state is a SU~4! singlet; accordingly, both spin an
orbital are antiferromagnetic.
B. Ground-state energy for strong coupling
The ground-state energy can be calculated explicitly
strong on-site coupling,c@1 ~i.e., U@t). Because of
(sink2sink8)/c!1 in this case and 4pR3/2(0)53 ln 2





1S 3 ln 21 p2 D cosk4pc NL .






L Fp2S 3 ln 21 p2 D sin~pN/L !2c G ,








U S NL D
2S 3 ln 21 p2 D
3F12 sin~2pN/L !2pN/L G , ~35!
where N/L is the filling factor. It becomesE0
(1/2)
52Nt2(6 ln 21p)/U at half-filling N52L. At quarter fill-
































U S 32 ln 21 p4 D ,
which agrees with the result of the SU~4! Heisenberg
model9,29 for J52t2/U. Because the model is solved und
the assumption of excluding site occupations of more t
two, the results here are not valid for above half-fillingN
.2L in which there must exist sites occupied by three el
trons and the Bethe-ansatz wave-function failures at
point in configuration space. However, the energy is
pected to be evaluate by a particle-hole transformation,14
E~N/L,U !/L5E~42N/L,U !/L13~N/L22!U. ~36!
In the next section and thereafter we will study low-lyin
excitations on the basis of the thermodynamics limit.
VII. SPIN-ORBITAL EXCITATIONS
It is convenient to study the excitations by introduci
r(k)5r0(k)1r1(k)/L, s(l)5s0(l)1s1(l)/L, v(m)
5v0(m)1v1(m)/L, and t(n)5t0(n)1t1(n)/L, where
r0(k), s0(l), v0(m), and t0(n) satisfy the same set o
integral equations as the ground state did. The excita





where L stands for the chemical potential.30 Q can be re-
placed bykF for a large system. Equation~37! is valid for
both the spin-orbital excitation and the charge excitati
The excitation energy is related tor1(k), which, moreover,

















































The limits for the definite integrals are the same as that
ground state, which are valid for the low-lying excitation
Beyond low-lying excitations, however, the integration lim
its Q, B, B8, andB9 should be determined consistently. He
we only consider low-lying excitations.
In order to consider the excitations above the sing
ground state, we must analyze the decomposition of the
rect product of the SU~4! fundamental representation forN
54n. Using the Young tableau, we can obtain that the
composition gives rise to a direct sum of a series of irred
ible representations, i.e.,~0, 0, 0!, ~1, 0, 1!, ~0, 2, 0!, ~2, 1, 0!,
~4, 0, 0!, etc. So the excitation states in spin-orbital sec
include both the singlet~0, 0, 0! and the multiplets of 15-fold
~1, 0, 1!, of 20-fold ~0, 2, 0!, and of 45-fold~2, 1, 0! or of
35-fold ~4, 0, 0!, etc. After evaluating the contributions o
roots and two-strings to the highest weight vectors that ch
acterize the irreducible representations of SU~4!, we can get
the correct compositions of holes and two-strings that cre
the possible excitations allowed by group theory.
A. The multiplets




5d(n2 n̄), and the other inhomogeneous terms in Eq.~38!
be null. Equation~38! is reduced to a closed form by Fourie
transform. The excitation energy is composed of two term
DE~15!5«s~l̄ !1«t~ n̄ !,







where f 5s, t, or v. Ther1









R3/2S sink2sink8c D r1s~k8,l̄ !dk8, ~40!
and ther1
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20-fold multiplet with excitation energy
DE~20!5«v~m̄1!1«v~m̄2!,











R3/2S sink2sink8c D r1v~k8,m̄ !dk8. ~42!
The 45-fold multiplet is a three-hole state created by t
l holes and onem hole, i.e., s1
(0)(l)5d(l2l̄1)1d(l
2l̄2) and v1
(0)(m)5d(m2m̄) for which the excitation en-
ergy is
DE~45!5«s~l̄1!1«s~l̄2!1«v~m̄!.






In the above we have seen that there are three type
elementary excitation modes in the spin-orbital sector@let us
call the SU~4! flavor degree of freedom#. It is easy to know
the contributions of the holes to the highest weight vecto
and to the spin and orbital. Consequently, the quadruplets~1,
0, 0! or ~0, 0, 1! are SU~4! modes carrying both spin12 and
orbital 12 with energieses or et , whereas the hexaplet~0, 1,
0! is one of the SU~4! modes carrying either spin 1 or orbita
1 with energyev . Clearly, spins and orbitals are mixed up
present isotropic on-site coupling. The spin orbital separa
is expected to occur for the anisotropic cases that can
caused by Hund’s rule. From Eqs.~40!–~42! we find that the
asymptotic behavior of all the three densities of roots v
ishes as the rapidities go to infinity. Thus these elemen
excitations are gapless, i.e.,e f(6`)50.
B. The singlet
By observing the contributions of two-strings to the hig
est weight vectors, we find that the SU~4! modes can com-
pound to form a singlet. In addition to placing in thel ra-
pidity a hole atl̄ and in then rapidity a hole atn̄, we take
into account three two-strings in those three rapidities,l6
5l06 ic/2, m
65m06 ic/2, andn
































Substituting them into Eq.~38! and taking Fourier transform
we find that the term containingn0 in the fourth equation
cancels with the term containingn0 in the third equation.
After substituting the result into the second equation, ag
the terms containingm0 cancel each other. The substitutin
of the obtained expression ofs1(l) into the first equation
brings about an exact cancellation of the terms contain
l0 . As a result, the excitation energy is obtained:
DE~1!5«s~l̄ !1«t~ n̄ !,
where«s and«t are evaluated by Eq.~39! in which ther1
s
and r1
t satisfy the Eq.~40! and Eq. ~41!, respectively.
Clearly, the excitations of 15-fold multiplet and the singl
are degenerate in energy.
VIII. CHARGE EXCITATIONS
A. The holon-antiholon excitation
Let us consider the case of less than quarter-fillingN
,L). We are allowed to add one ‘‘particle’’ outside th
charge Fermi sea,kp¹@2kF ,kF# but leaving a hole inside
the charge Fermi seak̄P@2kF ,kF#. The calculation of the









By introducing r(k)5r0(k)1r1(k)/L, etc., the excita-
tion energyDE5E2E0 is composed of two terms
DE~ k̄,kp!5«h~ k̄!1 «̄h~kp!. ~44!






and antiholon~‘‘particle’’ state! energy«̄h(x)52«h(x). In
Eq. ~45!, the r1






























































R3/2S sink2sink8c D r1c~k8,x!dk8. ~46!








which comes from the ‘‘particle’’ and the hole. Now we fin
that this kind of excitation consists of a holon carrying e
ergy «( k̄) and an antiholon carrying energy«̄h(kp). Obvi-
ously, Eq.~44! vanishes whenk̄→kF and kp→kF , and the
holon-antiholon excitation is gapless.
B. The holon-holon excitation
In order to discuss states with double occupancy, we n
to consider solutions containing complexk pairs. Suppose a
configuration$hj% results in a complex pairs~two-strings!,
k65k7 ix, and two holes inside the Fermi sea,k̄1 , k̄2
P@2kF ,kF#. After a careful analyses of the Bethe ansa
equation, one finds the string position is restricted to




An exact deletion holds in the second equation in Eq.~9! for
l05(sink̄11sink̄2)/2. After rewriting the Bethe-ansatz equ
tion by separating the factors of the complexk pairs, we take
the thermodynamics limit as before. In order to get the ex








After careful calculation, we obtain the excitation energy
DE~ k̄1 ,k̄2!5«h~ k̄1!1«h~ k̄1!1D~U,kF!,
where «h is the holon energy given by the same equat






























Clearly the holon-holon excitation always has a gapDg
52«h(kF)1D(U,kF), which exists at any filling. However
the gapless modes of holon-antiholon are available to c
charges for away from quarter-filling. It is easy to shown
calculating Eq.~32! that both holon-antiholon and holon
holon excitations are SU~4! singlet; consequently, they carr
neither spins nor orbitals.
IX. DISCUSSIONS
In the above we have presented an extensive discus
on one-dimensional Hubbard-like model with SU~4! symme-
try, where the sites are restricted to be occupied by at m
two electrons. The model was proposed to describe elect
with twofold orbital degeneracy. The symmetries and so
general features were given previously.14 We focused on the
one-dimensional case in this paper and studied the gro
state and excitations by means of an exact solution. The
citation energies of the excited states are just sums of s
particular terms related to quasiparticles. It provides an
plicitly interpretation of the separation of charge excitatio
and spin-orbital excitations. Among the charge excitatio
there are gapless holon-antiholon excitations and ho
holon excitations with gaps. Both excitations carry neith
spins nor orbitals. They are completely decoupled from
spin-orbital degree of freedom. The holons and antiholo
move throughout the crystal at less than quarter-filling. Va
ous excitations in spin-orbital sector consist of three ba
modes which are created by the holes in the three rapid
for the spin-orbital double. That means there are three ki
of quasiparticles that carry spins and orbitals, i.e., two q
druplets transforming according to the fundamental or c
jugate representation, and one hexaplet forming the
dimensional representation. These elementary excitation
spin-orbital sector are gapless.
As the on-site coupling in our model is isotropic for spi
orbital labels, there is no separation between spin and orb
A complete separation between the spin waves and orb
waves is expected to occur after taking account of the c
tributions of Hund’s rule. This needs to introduce anisotro
on-site coupling in the spin and orbital configuration.
For finite N and L we plotted the excitation spectra b
solving the Bethe-ansatz equation numerically. The variat
of the quantum number for excited states from that for
ground state, and their changes from integer to half-integ
~or vice versa! were shown in each cases. It provides a co
crete interpretation about the collective excitations for
orbital degenerate electronic systems. The overall struc
of the spectra for spin-orbital excitations changed grea
with respect to the changes of the correlation strength.
lowest excitation energy and the whole pattern are increa
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from the strong to the weak correlation strengths.
In the quarter-filled band for strong repulsive on-site co
pling, there will be no double occupied sites. In this case
total wave function will be separated into a product of Sla
determinant ofN ‘‘spinless’’ fermions and part of SU~4!
Heisenberg magnets. The direct results from the Be
ansatz equation by taking strong-coupling limit agree with
exactly.
It is worthwhile to mention that the model studied here
not a direct SU~4! generalization of the Hubbard mode
since a projection onto the subspace of states having at
two electrons at each site was made to render it solva
through the Bethe ansatz. The two models are therefore




















self-conjugate representation on a bipartite lattice in
strong repulsive coupling limit, Ref. 31 clarified the syste
is dimerized with doubly degenerate singlet ground state
indicated the excitations are massive symmetry and antis
metric kinks. In our present model, however, the local sta
on each site carry out the fundamental representation
SU~4!.
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